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Star Pendant: Using The 
PerfectMatch Star Set
By Janet Alexander www.janetalexander.net

MATERIALS

•  1-ea. 16g PMC3 lump clay or 16g 
PMC Sterling lump clay

•  10mm of 20 gauge round sterling 
silver wire (It should fit into the 
drilled pearl.)

• Plastic wrap

• Water

• 1-ea. PMC3 paste/slip 

• Half drilled small pearl

• Paper towels

• Olive oil or lubricant

•  Syringe clay (either fine silver 
or sterling)

• 18g. jump ring

• Super Glue

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

•  PerfectMatch Star dome set

• Alligator stamp texture 

•  Heavy plastic report cover

• Various size drill bits

• PerfectMatch needle tool

•  PerfectMatch Square dome set

• Plastic sanding needles

• Fine nail file

• Coarse nail file

• Kiln or torch

•  Soft Touch Pad sanding pads

•  320 grit wet/dry sandpaper

•  Small container of water with a 
sponge

•  Fine craft brush for water

• Small needle file set for dry clay only 

•  Playing cards

•  Flat clay shaper

•  Small round clay shaper

• Clay roller

• Pencil

• Rubber block

• Calipers

• Tooth brush for spreading oil

• Wire cutters

• Dehydrator or hotplate

• Stainless steel scraper #S4

• Tumbler

• Steel shot for tumbler

• Tongs

• Kiln shelf and feet

PREFACE

I roll my clay inside a heavy plastic report cover. This keeps debris, like dog or cat hair out of the clay. It also keeps the clay 
moist for a longer period of time. If I need to stop to answer a phone call or talk while teaching, I close the report cover and 
the clay stays moist.  I also rehydrate clay by rolling it thin as possible inside the report cover, open the cover and spritz it with 
water, close the cover and then roll it thinner. I then scrape the clay off the report cover, using a spatula, and then roll it out 
again until the water is worked through the clay. 

THE STEPS

1. Make the pendant’s base.
•  Lubricate both pages inside the heavy report cover.

•  Open the report cover and place the clay between two 
stacks of three cards. 

•  Close the report cover.

• Using a clay roller, roll the clay 3 cards thick [1a]. 

• Open the report cover. 

•  Place the PerfectMatch Square 1B template on top of the 
clay [1b].

•  Holding the PerfectMatch needle tool perpendicular,drag 
the tip around the template cutting the clay [1c].

•  Remove the template and then lift the excess clay off the 
cover and wrap tightly in plastic wrap. 

•  Flip the cut clay off the plastic cover and place onto a 
stainless steel scraper [1d]. 

•  Dry the clay on top of the scraper [1e] on a hot plate or 
in a dehydrator. After 3 minutes remove the clay from the 
scraper and continue drying.
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2. MAKE THE PENDANT’S CENTER ACCENT. THE CENTER ACCENT IS TEXTURED AND DOMED. 

•  Apply lubricant to the dome base [2a] that matches the star 
template 5A. The cutting area of the template should start 
just after the dome ends on the brass plate.

• Apply lubricant to the texture stamp [2b].

•  Place the lump clay between two stacks of two cards tall 
over the texture [2c]. This will give us the thickness of two 
cards when the clay is rolled out. 

• Close the report cover and roll the clay over the texture. 

•  Remove the textured clay and place it over the lubricated 
dome. Lightly pat it down against the dome making sure it’s 
lying against the dome without air pockets [2d]. 

•  Place the Star Template 5A on top of the clay. Its outside 
edges should be match with the brass plate’s edges [2e]. 

•  Cut the clay into a star shape using the needle tool as 
demonstrated before [2f]. 

•  Remove the excess clay and wrap tightly in plastic. 

•  Using the needle tool cut across the center of the clay 
making it into two pieces [2g].

•  Place both the brass dome and clay onto the hotplate or 
inside a dehydrator. 

•  After 5 minutes remove the clay from the dome and dry 
completely on the hotplate or in the dehydrator.

1e1d
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2f 2g2e

2a 2c 2d2b
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3. REFINE ALL PIECES. 

•  File the sides removing any jagged edges with a fine nail 
file [3a] on all pieces.

•  File the curved areas using a plastic sanding stick [3b].

•  Sand the front and back sides removing any indentions or 
nicks. Place the base on top of the rubber block so that it is 
supported while sanding [3c]. 

•  Indentions show up as light areas [3d]. It’s important to 
remove these as they will show up as indentions after firing. 
If not fixed now, these become hard to polish later. 

•  Remove the file scratches using the sanding sponges from 
coarse to fine.

4. LAYOUT THE DESIGN AND ATTACH THE WIRE FOR THE PEARL.   

•  Place the two top pieces on top of the base in the 
configuration you like best. Leave a space between the 
two top dome pieces. This creates a negative space in the 
design. The pearl will sit here. Additionally, leave space at 
the top for a hole.  

•  Mark where the pearl sits using a pencil [4a]. 

•  Measure the wire using calipers [4b]. This wire measures 
approximately 1/2mm. 

•  Match a drill bit to the size of the wire [4c]. 

•  Drill a hole through the base on the pencil mark [4d]. 

•  Using wire cutters, pinch one end of the wire making 
several small crimps [4e]. These crimps help the clay grab 
the wire during sintering.

•  Apply slip to the wire [4f] and around the hole in the base. 

•  Insert the wire into the hole so that it sticks out very slightly 
on the back [4g] and far enough on the front so that the 
pearl can sit on top of the two top pieces. 

•  Apply syringe clay around the wire on the front of the base 
[4h]. It can be raised up some on the front as it won’t be 
seen when the pearl is set. 

• Dry completely.

3b 3d3c3a
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5. ATTACH THE PIECES TOGETHER.   

• Wet the base area on the front with a wet brush [5a].

• Apply slip to the bottom section’s back edges [5b].

•  Press it down onto the base applying pressure for 30 
seconds [5c]. 

•  Attach the top front piece using the same procedure [5d].
Notice: The wire for the pearl should stand above the 
front pieces.

• Dry completely.

7. APPLY DECORATIVE SYRINGE CLAY ON THE BACK AROUND THE WIRE STICKING OUT. 

•  Wet the area with water [7a] and then press out some 
syringe clay laying it in the water [7b]. 

•  Move the syringe clay around using the side of the wet 
brush [7c]. 

•  Repeat the above steps adding a decoration across the back 
of the pendant [7d, 7e, 7f].

• Press the design to the base using the side of the brush. 

• Dry completely.

6. DRILL HOLE FOR JUMP RING.

•  Use a 2mm drill bit drill a hole approximately 2mm away from the edge of the base [6a].
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8.  SINTER THE CLAY BY FIRING IT IN A KILN OR USING A TORCH. FOLLOW THE MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CLAY 
TYPE YOU ARE USING. 

9. FINISH THE FIRED METAL BY TUMBLING IN STEEL SHOT OR HAND POLISHING

10. APPLY A SMALL DROP OF SUPER GLUE TO THE PEARL WIRE AND ATTACH THE PEARL

11. ATTACH A JUMP RING TO THE BASE [11A] THREADING IT THROUGH THE HOLE.

Look for more tutorials at www.janetalexander.net


